VANTAGE POINT ADDS NEW AUDIO/V IDEO COMPONENT SHELF SYSTEM TO LINE OF SPACE SAVING MOUNTING SOLUTIONS

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA- CES, January 8-11, 2007, South Hall, Booth #’s 20544 & 20944 ---- Vantage Point has added an A/V Component Shelf System to their existing line of unique wall mounted space-saving systems, a functional solution for organizing today’s high-tech home Audio/Video equipment.

The A/V Component Shelf System is versatile with a style and quality that complements equipment and décor. This product is the perfect all-in-one solution to neatly organize and safely support today’s electronic components on its tempered glass shelves. The systems wall mounted, two main columns install to a stud and are slotted to allow the glass shelves to adjust to varying heights while providing wire management through the columns. The system can accommodate components weighing up to 100 lbs. per shelf, making it capable of supporting plasmas and LCDs as large as 50 inches on the upper shelf. Additionally, flat panel TVs and monitors can be wall mounted directly above the unit for maximum component storage on both shelves.

The A/V Component Shelf System (AXWG02-S,-B) retails for $299.99 and is available in black and silver. Other products in the line include the Component Shelf System (AXWG03-S,-B) and the Component Shelf (AXWG01-S,-B,-W). The A/V Component Shelf System now ships and can be located by calling the Vantage Point customer service department at 888-TV MOUNT.

###

About Vantage Point

A recognized leader in consumer electronics mounting solutions, Vantage Point has been manufacturing innovative mounts and furniture for nearly 20 years with a keen emphasis on design and style. Their diverse product lines include wall and ceiling mounting systems for all sizes of plasmas and LCDs, projectors, CRT televisions and speakers. Vantage Point’s newest product, the evo system™, a customizable wall mounting solution for flat panels and components, redefines the industry’s on-wall furniture category. Additional product offerings include A/V furniture, center channel speaker brackets, wire management solutions and furniture quality speaker stands. Their success in the retail environment has stemmed from a continued commitment to provide outstanding service, value and product in a timely and professional manner to every customer- large or small. For more information please call 888-TV-MOUNT or visit us at www.vanptc.com.